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Stone Age Fun 

What a wonderful day we had last Friday celebrating our new Stone age topic. The children looked amazing and they 
had an incredible day exploring how people lived during these times. Our afternoon outdoor pursuits class was 
amazing! I couldn’t believe how hard the children worked on their dens, trying to make them stable and waterproof. 
This week we will be continuing with these activities on Wednesday and Thursday afternoons. This is to make sure 
the Y5 children who go out to Mrs Mort, have had chance to complete all tasks. If any of the children would like to 
bring in their Stone age costumes to change into at lunchtime on these days they are more than welcome to. We still 
have bows and arrows to make, woolly mammoth hunting and cave drawings to complete. Thank you so much for 
your support. It really does bring the children’s learning to life when we complete it like this. 

Workers of the week. This week’s workers of the week are Shea Cooney and Grace Bradshaw. Shea received it for 
outstanding enthusiasm within all areas of school life and for working his socks of every single day! Grace received 
it for her amazing skill in gymnastics, for being kind and always doing great work! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

English homework. This week please can the children read the Warhorse chapter which I have given them. This is our 

new class novel. We have been practising skimming the text for unfamiliar words and looking these up to identify 

their meaning before reading. This helps us with our comprehension skills as we can then read the pages fluently, 

with a deeper understanding. We are going to be discussing this chapter in class next week. 

Maths homework. Please can children complete the reasoning papers sent home. We completed these in class 

before Christmas and have worked through answers together discussing methods. Children can now have another go 

away from school to see if they can improve their score or try more efficient methods.  

The children also have their mental maths papers. Please can you go through these with your children and identify 

any questions they are struggling with. Put a star next to the question and send it back in to me so I can provide 

extra support for them. 

E-safety Tip of the week It is a good idea to talk about posting pictures online. Always ask the question…. Why 

do I need to post this? Try to encourage children to think carefully before posting pictures or videos of 

themselves.  Once they’ve put a picture online most people can see it and may be able to download it, it’s not just 

theirs anymore. 

Have a lovely week. Kind regards Miss Jones and Miss Smith 


